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Work during this reporting period has proceeded on several fronts. The
geologic studies have concentrated on the characterization of the structural/
tectonic blocks shown in figure 1. Blocks 21, 22, 24, and 25 have been stressed
so far. Block 21 (the Guayana shield) is reasonably well studied, and although
the data 'are sparse, Block 22 (the central Brazillian shield) is similar to
Block 21. Blocks 24 and 25 (the Amazon and Parnaiba basins) seem to be related
to an aulacogen structure.
The geophysical studies have concentrated on the collection of crustal
structure information and the generation of new measurements of surface wave
dispersion in the shield areas. Long-period seismograms have been obtained from
the international data center and work to digitize and analyze these data has
begun. An index of existing crustal (and upper mantle) studies has also been
prepared.
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A coordination meeting was held at Purdue University on June 28 - July 1
whose goals where to make final preparations for the TAGA meeting in Edinboro
and plan our next stage of work. A copy of the abstract of the paper to be
presented is attached.
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Magsat scalar and vector magnetic anomaly date to(jotlter with ruUinnal yra-
vity.anomaly data are being used to invent.igate tlirs zv(jiorial tuctoiiic
of the South Amu-rican Plate. An initial . te-p in this analysir. ia thtoo —div.on-
si.onal modeling r,)f magnetic and gravity anomalies of major structures such as the
Andean subduction zone and the Amazon River Aularog n at n atel l i.tes cl.uvations
over ' 46 nppropriate range of physical properties uni.ng Gain ,-To(jondre quradrature
integration method. In addition, one degree average tree-air ga • ,avi ty anomalies
of South America and adjacent; marine areas are projected to satellite elev'al.:i.ons
assuming a spherical earth and available Magsrat data are prow ,;ed to obtain
compatible data sets for correlation. Correlation of these data sets is enhanced
'by reduction of the Magsat data to radial polarization because of the Profound
effect of the variation of the magnetic inclination over South A111erica. The
results of the modeling and correlation of inactnetfic and gravity anomalies are
used with other regional geophyga.cal data and cjeolo(jic infoira- it.i.on Lo i.11u-it.xate
the utility of satellite magnetic data in characterizing the proL.)esties and
structure of the South American Plate.
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